
Our printed glass splashbacks are produced in Perth using our ImagInk printing process, which uses 

permanent ceramic inks that are printed and then baked directly onto the glass. Printed splashbacks 

can be manufactured up to 2440x4300mm with any image or design. We have printed photographs, 

illustrations, paintings – even marble and granite textures! – the sky is the limit with what can be printed 

on glass.

Printed glass splashbacks can be installed in place of a regular kitchen splashback in Perth homes, 

outdoors in alfresco kitchens, and also as a substitute for tiles in showers, or in lift wells to create eye 

popping entrance features. Holes and cut-outs for GPO’s or range hoods are no problem, we can even 

cut glass into irregular shapes to fit any application.

We supply printed glass splashbacks Australia wide, helping clients 
create the perfect custom feature for any kitchen or bathroom.
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HOW TO SPECIFY SELECT PRODUCT SELECT  THICKNESS SELECT GLASS

Cooling Brothers ImagInk Custom Thickness Available Clear,  Tinted,  Low E,  Low Iron

MAGENTA CYAN 

LANDSCAPEPORTRAIT

Sourcing a high quality image should be given plenty of time and 
consideration, as the finished result is ultimately determined by the quality 
of the image you choose.

Sourcing a high resolution photograph from a 

professional photographer or image library will 

ensure colours and details are reproduced clearly, 

without any blurriness and pixelation.

If you already have an image selected but are 

unsure if it is suitable, as a general rule of thumb 

if the size of your image file is 10mb or under, it is 

unlikely the image quality will be high enough to 

allow enlargement to the size of a splashback. 

To submit your chosen image, our preferred 

method of receiving images is either:

dropbox.com   or   wetransfer.com

LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHERS

ONLINE IMAGE LIBRARIES

DESIGN COLLECTION

REPRODUCING COLOURS

PROOFING AND SAMPLING

IMAGE ORIENTATION

Landscape photographers are the best option 

when looking at printed splashbacks as they use 

professional equipment to capture super high 

resolution images. When enlarged on glass these 

images will ensure ultimate detail and sharpness. 

If you don't already have an image, there are 

many online image libraries to choose from. 

Google, Facebook or Photos taken from your 

mobile phone are not suitable for large scale 

reproduction.

Image Libraries provide a wide range of image 

styles and subjects. When purchasing an image 

online, always select the highest available 

resolution and file size.

thinkstock.com     123rf.com     shutterstock.com                   

Be careful when purchasing images from any of 

these libraries as image sizes can very a great deal. 

As a general rule the dimensions of the original 

image online can be stretched 2.5 times larger 

before pixelation occurs. So if your image online 

shows 400mm it can printed up to 1000mm.

Splashbacks are typically long and thin, so ensure 

you select an image with a similar height and 

width ratio to that of your splashback size.

Don't have an image in mind that’s okay Cooling 

Brothers has you covered with our design 

collection. A wide variety of Patterns, gradients 

and stone textures all highly customisable to any 

style or size.

ImagInk utilises a specialised colour gamut designed 

for the use of ceramic inks. Therefore nearly all 

colours can be reproduced with a few exceptions. 

Magenta and Cyan ceramic inks are created 

using highly toxic chemicals that are not legal for 

manufacturing in Australia. If your image has any 

bright pinks or vivid blues we can still print it however 

the colour will shift and change.

When your image has be chosen we will generate a 

PDF proof of a 1:1 scaled sample at 260x400mm. An 

approval box is present on the front page and once 

signed we will commence glass manufacture and 

printing. This sample is necessary to provide in-site on 

any problems that may occur with the final product. 

After sampling is completed and you are happy to 

proceed a second proof will be created showing 

positioning and dimensions of your printed image. 

once again the proof must be approved before final 

production can begin.
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